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Abstract

This study describes fourteen Anglicisms that are homonyms with a
taboo word (a word which is normally not used in certain social
contexts) in Spanish or that give a taboo meaning from English to
another word present in U.S. Spanish. The Academia Norteamericana
de la Lengua Española (ANLE: North American Academy of the Spanish
Language) recommends against the use of those Anglicisms, along with
hundreds of others that are characteristic of U.S. Spanish in the three
volumes of Hablando bien se entiende la gente (HBSELG 1 2010, 2 2014, 3
2021). The ANLE is one of the 24 corresponding language academies of
the Spanish-speaking world affiliated with the Real Academia Española
(RAE: Royal Spanish Academy), the norm-setting organization for the
Spanish language. This study wishes to shed light on how and why
these taboo expressions can enter Spanish, if they truly are unique to
the Spanish of the U.S., and how they fit into the debate about
differential dictionaries of -isms.

1. Introduction

In a recent article about Spanish in Utica, New York (a city of 60000

inhabitants (12.7% Hispanic (U.S. Census 2019)) about 400 kilometers northwest

of New York City, the name of a Hispanic restaurant was analyzed in the

context of the linguistic landscape of the city (Thomas 2019). Some Utica

Hispanics became quite angry about its original name, "El Carajo Restaurant".

Even though the city did not force the owner to change the name, he did

change it to "El Barajo Restaurant" in order to not offend his customers. This

event contrasts with a similar name, but in Italian, or rather, the Southern

Italian dialects spoken in Utica for decades. The name of a bar, "The Stroonz",

an English adaptation of the Italian stronzo, a vulgar word, did not provoke any

public outcry similar to "El Carajo Restaurant". Many Uticans did not know

what the term meant, and those who did, questioned why someone would

name their business with such a word. This difference in attitudes inspired this

present study in order to see how English helps to facilitate obscene or vulgar
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vocabulary into Spanish and how and why Spanish would or would not tolerate

the integration of such loanwords.

Some definitions will help to establish a theoretical framework for this

present study. First off, it is necessary to return to Saussure's description of the

linguistic sign which consists of two parts: the signifier and the signified. The

signifier (an arbitrary sequence of sounds, letters or gestures) is connected to

the signified (the concept or mental image). This study deals with loanwords,

that is, words which enter into a receptor language after a process of linguistic

adaptation. If the etymon comes from English, the loanword is an Anglicism.

Bilingual speakers of the source and receptor languages initiate the process of

adaptation and integration. It is likely that a second bilingual speaker will

understand the new word without difficulty, but it is certain that a

monolingual speaker of the receptor language will not. With time, if the word

acquires a certain diffusion and frequency of use among speakers, even

monolinguals will know and use the word and it will become part of the

standard lexicon.

If two different signifiers are associated with the same signified, (they

are interchangeable), then they are synonyms (Chamizo-Domínguez 2008 48). If

the phonological shape of an Anglicism matches that of another word that is

already lexicalized, misunderstandings most likely will result. This is

homonymy. Two words are homonyms if they have the same signifier

(phonological shape) but two different signifieds (Chamizo-Domínguez 2008

41). The concept of false friends is similar to homonymy. Homonymy exists

within one language only. Two words are false friends if they are in different

languages and their phonological shapes match, but their signifieds are

partially or totally different (Chamizo-Domínguez 2008 28). False friends share

signifiers but not signifieds.

Oftentimes, false cognates are associated with false friends. A cognate is a

word that shares the same etymological roots with another word (Chamizo-

Fernández 2008 3), regardless of the evolution of their signifieds. All false

cognates are false friends but not all false friends are false cognates, because

matching shapes are not always due to evolution from the same etymon.

Taboo concepts exist in all societies, although taboo situations vary

according to the social, cultural and religious norms of each society. A

linguistic taboo is the prohibition of vocabulary associated with a taboo

situation- it is a word or an expression that must not be said. Oftentimes it is a
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profane or vulgar word; other times it is a word that might be awkward in a

certain social setting.

The volume Hablando bien se entiende la gente (HBSELG1) (Piña-Rosales,

Covarrubias, Segura, Fernández 2010) is a guide to help Spanish-speakers clear

up spelling and grammar questions which arise because of the influence of

English (Piña-Rosales, Covarrubias, Segura, Fernández 2010 2). The volume was

published by the Academia Norteamericana de la Lengua Española (ANLE:

North American Academy of the Spanish Language) and was intended

especially for audiences in the U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico. The guide is

divided into several sections; the first and largest is dedicated to false friends

and the following sections deal with expressions, grammatical constructions,

verb conjugations, as well as loanwords from languages other than English.

Lynch and Potowski (2014) criticized the book's sociolinguistic foundations and

proscriptive intentions. Part of their argument rests on examples that they

analyzed from the volume that were either not Anglicisms, were part of the

Spanish in varieties spoken outside of the U.S., or present in the official

dictionary of the Real Academia Española, the norm-setting organization of the

Spanish language.

Owing to the popularity of the first volume, a second volume was asked

for by the publishing house and Hablando bien se entiende la gente 2 (HBSELG2)

(Piña-Rosales, Covarrubias, Dumitrescu) was published in 2014. The volume is

shorter than the first but includes an extensive section on recommendations

and then a shorter one on linguistic and grammar points. The third volume,

Hablando bien se entiende la gente 3 (HBSELG3) (Piña-Rosales, Covarrubias,

Fernández, Rodríguez, Prunes), came out in 2021 and consists of two sections

"No nos fiemos de los falsos amigos [Let's not trust false friends]1" and "¡Dígalo bien!

[Say it well!]"

The Academia Norteamericana de la Lengua Española (ANLE), founded in

1973, is one of the twenty-four corresponding academies of the Real Academia

Española (RAE). The panhispanic linguistic policy of the RAE is known as "velar

por que la lengua española, en su continua adaptación a las necesidades de los

hablantes, no quiebre su esencial unidad [to ensure that the Spanish language, in

its constant adaptation to the needs of its speakers, does not break its essential

unity]" (RAE 2021). The ANLE collaborates with the RAE and with the

Asociación de Academias de la Lengua Española (ASALE). Part of the ANLE's

1
All translations are done by the author.
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mission is: "Cuidar que, en su constante adaptación a las necesidades particulares de

los hablantes, el uso de la variante hispanounidense no afecte la unidad y comprensión

del idioma en el ámbito hispánico [To ensure that, in its constant adaptation to the

particular needs of the speakers, the use of the Spanish-American variant does

not affect the unity and understanding of the language in the Hispanic

sphere]" (ANLE 2021). The ANLE publishes bulletins, scientific journals and

since 2008, almost forty books. The three volumes of Hablando bien se entiende la

gente represent the ANLE's efforts in recommending what should and should

not be part of Spanish spoken and written in the U.S.

Although the three volumes of Hablando bien se entiende la gente

recommend against the use many of the expressions that they describe, the

consideration of those expressions strongly suggests that they are part of the

Spanish spoken in the U.S. and enjoy a certain level of diffusion and frequency

of use among U.S. Spanish-speakers. This study focuses on homonymy and the

coincidences between taboo words and Anglicisms, and wishes to shed light on

how these taboo expressions enter Spanish and if they are unique to the

Spanish of the U.S.

Pluricentric theory deals, in part, with a critique of the standards.

Various types of lexicographic works for Spanish have caused fierce debate.

Differential dictionaries of '-isms' contrast the lexicon of a specific country

with what is supposedly common to all (although it is usually only common to

Spain) in order to give account of the connotative, denotative and cultural uses

in a country. These dictionaries have been debated and criticized (Amorós

Negre 2014, Ávila 2003, 2003-4, Ezcurra 2020; Fajardo Aguirre 2011, Lara 1996,

Zimmermann 2003, 2013). Americanisms might not be common to the whole

territory of Hispanic America. It can also be a theoretic failing to discuss -isms

of a specific country without the necessary data to compare the lexicon from

individual countries. The methodology of these dictionaries has been

questioned (Greußlich 2020). While the three volumes of HBSELG are not

dictionaries of estadounidismos (words used in the Spanish of the U.S.), we will

see how the treatment of Anglicisms by the authors of HBSELG fits in the

ideological debate regarding what should constitute the lexographic norm for

Spanish.

2. Methodology

Anglicisms that are homonyms with words already present in Spanish

will be studied. The three volumes of Hablando bien se entiende la gente (Piña-
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Rosales et al. 2010, Piña-Rosales et al. 2014, Piña-Rosales et al. 2021) will be the

source of these words. These words will be contrasted with their entries in

other reference works of the Real Academia Española: the main dictionary of

the Academy (the Diccionario de la lengua española (DLE)), the differential

diccionary of Americanisms (the Diccionario de americanismos (DAA)) produced

by the ASALE, and the Diccionario de anglicismos del español estadounidense (DAE)

produced by the Instituto Cervantes/ Observatorio de la lengua española y las

culturas hispánicas en los Estados Unidos.

3. Results

Almost all of the entries in the three volumes of Hablando bien se entiende

la gente (Piña-Rosales et al. 2010, Piña-Rosales et al. 2014, Piña-Rosales et al.

2021) deal with the influence of English on the Spanish spoken in the United

States. The use of some Anglicisms (just by coincidence) expresses sexual

situations which are not normally discussed in certain social contexts. Table 1

summarizes the results. Introducir is used in United States Spanish like the

English 'to introduce', which in most other varieties of Spanish is expressed by

presentar (Piña Rosales et al. 2010 67; Piña Rosales et al. 2021 20). Introducir in

most varieties of Spanish means 'to penetrate or to make enter'. Although the

meaning of introducir as the Anglicism is not taboo, its use might be confused

with the taboo sense of the word in sentences such as "quiero introducírselo

(presentárselo) a mi buen amigo [I want to make him penetrate (introduce him to)

my good friend]". The Diccionario de americanismos (DAA) (2010), however,

includes the Anglicism introducir and gives its use as presentar in the U.S., El

Salvador, the Dominican Republic and Ecuador. The Diccionario de anglicismos del

español estadounidense (DAE) (2018: 66) also includes introducir with the meaning

presentar.

Estar excitado (Piña-Rosales et al. 2014 38; Piña Rosales et al. 2021 16) is

usually used in the United States to mean 'to be excited, enthusiastic', as in the

English expression 'to be excited'. However, estar excitado means 'to be sexually

stimulated/to be horny' in varieties of Spanish outside the United States. Just

as with introducir, the Anglicism estar excitado is not taboo, but it could be easily

confused with its other entry, the one with the the taboo meaning, already

present in Spanish.

Estoy caliente is an Anglicism for 'tengo calor' [I am warm/hot] (Piña-

Rosales et al. 2021 18). In most varieties of Spanish estoy caliente is charged with

sexual connotations and is closer in meaning to the English "I'm horny".
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Interestingly, there are contexts even in English where 'hot' also has sexual

connotations.

One frequently hears the expression tener sexo in the Spanish of the

United States to refer 'to having sexual relations' (Piña Rosales et al. 2010 96); it

is a calque of the English 'to have sex'. For many Spanish speakers, though, sexo

means 'sexual organs/ the condition of being male or female', and tener sexo is

to be male or female, (Piña Rosales et al. 2010 96). Both the meanings of the

Spanish and the Anglicism can be considered to be taboo. The Fundación del

Español Urgente (Fundéu 2019), on the other hand, indicates that tener sexo is a

valid expression for 'to have sexual activity' because the Diccionario de la lengua

española (DILE) incorporated a fourth meaning for sexo, veneral pleasure, in

2001. Yet, Fundéu recognizes that the origin of that meaning could well be

from English.

The word preservativo (Piña-Rosales et al. 2021 24) is an Anglicism for

'preservative'. The word appears in the Diccionario de anglicismos del español

estadounidense (DAE): "una sustancia conservante de alimentos [a substance that

preserves foods]" (Moreno Fernández 79), while in standard Spanish it is a

condom and is taboo; the Anglicism is not taboo.

'Embarrassed' and embarazada are false friends in varieties of Spanish

outside the U.S., but U.S. Spanish speakers have incorporated the former into

their Spanish. Embarazada means 'pregnant' but in the United States, it is also

used for 'embarrassed', from the influence of its English etymon (Piña-Rosales

et al. 2014 73). As with estar exitado and introducir, the Anglicism embarazada is

not taboo, but it can easily be confused with the taboo signified.

Although preñada also means embarazada, normally it refers to a female

animal, not a human being. The authors of Hablando bien se entiende la gente

(2010 80) feel that the English 'pregnant' has helped to promote the diffusion of

the expression of una mujer preñada (a pregnant woman), instead of una mujer

embarazada, although they recognize that it is used in that sense in Spanish-

speaking countries other than the U.S. Even though una mujer preñada is not

incorrect, it is a stronger expression (Martin 1979 231) than una mujer

embarazada.

'To molest' in English means 'to sexually harass'. The Spanish molestar is

'to annoy' without reaching the extreme meaning of the English 'molest'.

Because of the influence of English, U.S. Spanish favors a semantic extension of

molestar to coincide with the English sense. This is one of the unique terms in

this study because the Anglicism is taboo, while the Spanish usage is not.
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However, if a U.S. Spanish-speaker used molestar to mean 'to sexually harass',

misunderstandings would result with monolingual Spanish-speakers.

Table 1: Taboo Anglicisms discussed in this study
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Hablando bien se entiende 3 (2021) includes several Anglicisms which refer

to the taboo semantic field of death and dying. Casquete and casco are

Anglicisms (Piña-Rosales et al. 2021 12) which come from the English casket. In

standard Spanish, 'casket' is ataúd, casquete is a skullcap and casco is protective

headgear or helmet. The Anglicism and its etymon are taboo words from the

semantic field of death. Normally, casquete is not taboo in Spanish although the

expression echar un casquete is taboo and refers to coitus.

Also from the semantic field of death and dying is the Anglicism hospicio

(Piña-Rosales et al. 2021 18), from the English hospice, which refers to a place

where terminally sick patients get care. In most varieties of Spanish, hospicio is

an orphanage, and as the authors of HBSELG3 state, perhaps the more common

word to refer to an old age home is asilo, although according to the Diccionario

de americanismos, hospicio can refer to an 'asilo para dementes y ancianos [an

asylum for the insane and elderly]' in the Dominican Republic, Colombia,

Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile, Argentina and Uruguay. The DLE also registers that

meaning for hospicio, although restricts it to Bolivia, Chile and Ecuador.

The authors of HBSELG3 (Piña-Rosales et al. 2021 14) cite coronel/coroner

as an Anglism for forense, which means coroner in standard Spanish. The

homonym is produced because the lateralization of syllable final 'r', a common

phonological phenomenon in Spanish (Schwegler/ Kempff 2007 346). The

Anglicism and the English etymon are from the taboo semantic field of death

and dying. In English, coronel, as in Spanish, refers to a military officer.

Insano/a refers to mental health and is an Anglicism from 'insane' which

in standard Spanish would be loco or demente (Piña-Rosales et al. 2021 20). In

standard Spanish, insano means unhealthy. Lavatorio in most varieties of

Spanish is a sink, and is not taboo. In the United States it comes from lavatory,

which is a bathroom or restroom (Piña-Rosales et al. 2021 21), and could be

taboo as it is a place where one performs his or her physiological functions.

The Anglicism obsceno shares the meaning with its English etymon as 'offensive

to morality or decency' (Piña-Rosales et al. 2021 23), and in standard varieties of

Spanish, obsceno only has sexual connotations. The English term 'obscene' has

sexual connotations but it is also used to intensify the meaning of a word, such

as in 'obscene wealth'.

4. Discussion

The two names, “El Barajo Restaurant” and “The Stroonz” which inspired

this study are not homonymous Anglicisms with other words present in U.S.
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Spanish or U.S. Italian. Barajo is an euphemism (that is, a word or linguistic

resource which serves to avoid the use of a taboo word), but it has nothing to

do with English, and even though barajo is collected in the DLE, its use as a

noun is not common. Its similarity to the foul word stands out. However, the

anecdote related to the restaurants' names shows that Utica Spanish-speakers

will not accept the presence of a taboo word in the linguistic landscape of the

city. Stroonz could be classified as an Italianism in English, although most, if not

all, English-speakers are not familiar with its meaning. Unlike the Utica

Spanish-speakers, the Italian-speakers of the city accepted the taboo name of

the bar, or at least they did not register any protests. These two examples beg

the question about tolerance or intolerance of taboo words in the context of a

U.S. city where English is dominant.

In order to understand the homonymy present in this study, it is useful

to look at an example. One of the words discussed in a contrastive study of

Anglicisms in five Romance languages spoken in the United States (Galician,

Italian, Louisiana French and Rumanian) (Thomas 2021) was the adaptation of

the English etymon 'grocery' (a food store or food items bought in the store)

which gives grocería (es) in Spanish. Grosería is also present in the Diccionario de

anglicismos del español estadounidense (DAE) (2018: 63). In both Peninsular and

Latin American standard Spanish, grosería means 'rudeness'. Anglicisms such as

grosería turn out to be confusing because they are homonyms with a word

already present in Spanish.

Bilingual speakers of Spanish and U.S. English introduce English words

into their Spanish. Daily life in the U.S. is the source of these words that are

associated with a different culture, as well as with a different dominant

language. The words enter U.S. Spanish most likely via code switching and

then, over time, are adapted and lexicalized.

If we were dealing with two separate languages, for example, a variety of

Spanish spoken outside the U.S. and English, the words discussed in table one

would be false friends (two or more words in two or more languages that have

the same or almost the same spelling and/or phonological shapes but whose

meanings are different). Indeed the authors of Hablando bien se entiende la gente

consider the Anglicisms in their volumes to be false friends. When the

Anglicism coincides with a taboo word, it may not only lead to a

misunderstanding but to a breach of social norms, especially when dealing

with Spanish-speakers outside of the U.S.
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Among the hundreds of entries recorded in Hablando bien se entiende la

gente, only fourteen taboo words were found. The low quantity is not surprising

considering the prohibited nature of taboo concepts as well as the less than

likely coincidence that the taboo word would match a word already lexicalized

in Spanish. These words are of special interest here because their use in

monolingual communities outside of the U.S. is restricted owing to their taboo

nature.

Does their integration into U.S. Spanish indicate a degrade and

contaminination in U.S. Spanish as the authors of Hablando bien se entiende la

gente suggest? Does their use point to a weakening of Spanish and a

strengthening of English, such as the acceptance of the Italianism 'stroonz' in

the linguistic landscape of Utica? The study of these words can shed light on

the nature of the linguistic contact between Spanish and English in the U.S.

Since the words discussed here are recorded in dictionaries and in

Hablando bien se entiende la gente they are codified and in a sense, at least part of

an informal spoken standard. Even though the intent of the authors of

Hablando bien se entiende la gente is to call attention against their use, the fact

that they are discussed indicate that they are used frequently enough to be

noticeable to the authors. Therefore, we are not dealing with false friends, but

rather loanwords that are homonyms of a word known to all Spanish-speakers.

Not all of the etyma of the Anglicisms are taboo in English- neither are all

of the matching forms in Spanish taboo. The Anglicism, though, when finally

integrated into U.S. Spanish, can be taboo or can be confused with a taboo term

in Spanish. The words are classified into the following categories of taboo

semantic fields: decency (pregnancy): embarazada and preñada; decency (sexual

relations): tener sexo, estar excitado, introducir, estoy caliente, preservativo and

molestar; death and dying: casquete/casco, coronel/r, hospicio; bodily functions:

lavatorio; mental health: insano/a; and a general category: obsceno (See Table 1).

The English etyma for embarazada (embarrassed), introducir (to

introduce), and estar excitado (to be excited) are not taboo; however, the

Spanish signified are so. Monolingual Spanish-speakers would interpret the

Anglicism as taboo.

The Spanish eytmon for molestar (to molest) is not taboo; but, upon

acquiring the English meaning, it becomes so, although monolingual Spanish-

speakers would most likely not interpret the taboo meaning, but rather the

meaning 'to irritate'. Neither are casquete/casco, coronel and lavatorio taboo in

monolingual varieties of Spanish. 'Pregnant' (which is related to preñada) is
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taboo in both English and Spanish, although in Spanish preñada has a harsh

connotation when used for human beings and is considered vulgar (Martín

1979 231).

Some of the entries in Hablando bien se entiende la gente are present in

Spanish-speaking countries. In addition, the twenty-third edition of the official

dictionary (DLE) of the RAE includes some of the words. Such is the case of

preñada. The DLE does not censure the word and implies humans are included:

"Dicho de una mujer, o de una hembra de cualquier especie [said of a woman or of a

female of any species]".

The authors of Hablando bien se entiende la gente also recognize that some

Spanish-speaking countries use preñada for human beings. Tener sexo has a

similar story; the meaning of 'venereal pleasure', collected in the DLE, allows

the expression to mean 'to have sexual relations'. The Diccionario de anglicismos

del español estadounidense and the Diccionario de americanismos (DAA) include

introducir (used as presentar). The DLE and the DAA include meanings for

hospicio that are not consistent with the description in HBSELG3, but do

indicate semantic overlap with 'hospice'. The DAE also records the use of

preservativo as a food preservative in the U.S. These five examples indicate

some divergence between the ANLE and the RAE/ ASALE, in that the ANLE in

Hablando bien se entiende la gente speaks more strongly against their use.

The uses documented in Hablando bien se entiende la gente for embarazada,

estar excitado, casquete/casco, coronel/r, estoy caliente, insano/a, lavoratorio, obsceno

and molestar do indeed evidence English influence in U.S. Spanish. Their

anglicized meanings break the pan-hispanic unity that they share with other

varieties of Spanish, resulting in misunderstandings or even offense when used

with monolingual speakers outside the U.S. Therefore, as part of its

fundamental mission to ensure the unity of the language, the ANLE calls

attention to these changes.

The Director of the ANLE and the first author of Hablando bien se entiende

la gente, Gerardo Piña-Rosales, responded to Lynch and Potowski's article in a

letter to the Editor of Hispania (Piña-Rosales 2014). He denied that the intention

of the volume was to censure the speech of U.S. Hispanics, but rather to

recommend alternatives:

"Hablando bien se entiende la gente no tiene otro objetivo que el recomendar
equivalencias..."

[Hablando bien se entiende la gente doesn't have any purpose other than
to recommend equivalences...]" (Piña-Rosales 2014 255).
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Piña-Rosales further states:

Hablando bien se entiende la gente no está orientado a fomentar el estudio del
español, sino a mejorar el uso del idioma entre hispanohablantes con un
dominio más o menos avanzado del español, a quienes, debido al contacto con
el inglés, lengua dominante, se les ha ido anglicando su idioma materno.

[Hablando bien se entiende la gente is not oriented to promote the
study of Spanish but to improve the use of the language among
Spanish-speakers with a more or less advanced command of Spanish,
who, due to the contact with English, the dominant language, have
been anglicizing their mother tongue.] (Piña-Rosales 2014 356).

In spite of the sincere intention of the authors of these volumes, there is

a purist ideology behind the works. Piña-Rosales' statement about

recommending alternatives also highlights the observation that these

Anglicisms are indeed being used by speakers of Spanish in the U.S. And, even

though the authors claim that their recommendations are alternatives, they

call the Anglicisms false friends in the prologue of HBSELG3:

"...ofrecemos nuevos consejos a modo de recomendaciones sencillas y
divertidas para evitar la confusión con términos engañosos parecidos del
inglés-los "falsos amigos", que confirman el dicho de que las apariencias
engañan- y para facilitar la comunicación por medio de un español correcto.

[...we are offering new tips as simple and fun recommendations to
avoid confusion with misleading similar terms from English- the false
friends which confirm the saying that appearances are deceiving- and
to facilitate communication through a correct Spanish] (Piña-Rosales
et al. 2021 9).

'False friends' necessarily implies two languages, English and Spanish. In

spite of saying that they are offering alternatives, the authors believe that the

Anglicisms should not be used in U.S. Spanish.

Although the volumes of HBSELG are not differential dictionaries, the

dissussion above illustrates how these words are an example of the ideological

debate about the dictionaries of -isms in the setting of panhispanic

lexicographic norms. We have seen how some words, attributed as Anglicisms

in the U.S., were really part of the Spanish of other countries in Hispanic

America (Ávila 2003; Ávila 2003-2004; Fajardo Aguirre 2011). This, in part,

explains why the Diccionario de americanismos includes some of the alternatives

against which the editors of HBSELG recommend.
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One cannot affirm that a certain word or its meaning are unique to a

certain country without having exhaustive studies of all the other Spanishes

with which to compare the word, doing so is a failure in methodology

(Zimmermann 2003). The editors of HBSELG recommend vocabulary that is

closer to the Penninsular Spanish standard than that used in Latin America,

which closer to the speech of U.S. Spanish-speakers. This ideology is also

similar to that of the authors of differential dictionaries of -isms, because the

authors contrast the Anglicism, at least implicitly, with a form that is more

common to the lexicon of Spain (Ávila 2003; Ávila 2003-2004; Zimmerman 2003,

2013:106; Adelstein 2016:165).

The volumes of HBSELG differ from dictionaries of -isms in that their

intention is not to describe "lo diferente, lo raro, lo periférico" [the different, the

strange, the peripheral] (Ávila 2003-2004 13), but to recommend against the

use of certain forms. Therefore, they are more akin to the Appendix Probi, which

was a sixth or seventh century list of words and expressions to be avoided

when writing Latin along with the recomended forms side-by-side (Penny 1991

4). Even though speakers of vulgar Latin did not heed the recommendations set

forth in the Appendix Probi to improve their contaminated Latin, the list, just as

the three volumes of HBSELG, serve as documentation of linguistic changes in

progress.

Languages are constantly changing. These words present innovative uses

by Spanish-speakers in the U.S. and could be effective agents for lexical

change, thereby shaping the identity of U.S. Spanish.

5. Conclusion

The three volumes of Hablando bien se entiende la gente (2010, 2014, 2021)

recommend against the use of Anglicisms or constructions which the ANLE

considers to be unnecessary and/or incorrect in the Spanish of the U.S.

Fourteen of those were discussed here and are homonyms with a word already

present in Spanish. The ANLE believes that these words are the product of

disproportionate influence of English on the Spanish spoken in the U.S., even

though some are used in other varieties of Spanish in the Americas.

There are very few of these words, in part, because they are taboo but

also because the likelihood of sound coincidences are low. Some of these words

illustrate the divergence between the publications of the Real Academia

Española/ ASALE and the judgments of the members of the ANLE; this
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divergence might be explained by the observation that the authors of these

volumes seem to favor the lexical standard of north-central Spain.

These words exemplify the debate which the differential dictionaries of -

isms have raised with respect to their suitability and methodological approach.

The inclusion of these words in the volumes Hablando bien se entiende la gente

suggest that they are lexified at least in an informal, spoken register of U.S.

Spanish, in spite of the grounds given against their use.
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